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The website sexchangeregret.com gives a platform for people who have intense 

regret about 

surgeries they have undergone in the hope of "transitioning" to a new life.  Surgeries 

and  

drugs promoted for people with the promise of happiness, are usually not explained 

well,  

and sometimes not at all.   Pushing surgery and drugs, two life-altering, irreversible 

and dangerous  

options, without considering other mental health treatments is not good medical care. 

 

There are many children who regret irreversible mutilation, and 9 from Oregon, per 

article published 

 in Forbes, and posted to sexchangeregret.com, and say their schools pushed them 

into it.   

 

The person whose website this is, had surgery years ago, with the promise that it 

would make  

him happy.  He lived 8 years as a woman, before he suddenly knew he was not a 

woman, would 

never be one, and now was not a man either.  At that point he tried to commit suicide, 

but someone 

rescued him and since then has lived as a man, full of regret for all that he lost. 

 

He has written numerous books on his experience, some of which are: Gender, Lies, 

and Suicide... 

Paper Genders.  

 

Blaire White has posted many Youtube videos interviewing various people who have 

had what are 

called, "top surgery" and "bottom surgery."  The many guests regret their own 

surgeries, say they 

are constantly dealing with necrotic tissue, and are thoroughly against child 

mutilation.  All say they 

were shuttled to surgery without having any other treatments or diagnoses 

considered.    

 

What is also happening already, is that parents are being left out of the knowledge of 

the manipulation of their 



 child's perception of self as strangers basically kidnap the children and expose them 

to various pornographic 

curricula to get them to question their identity.   The state then profits from money 

from the federal  

government that Obamacare provides, and the child's future is ransacked for profit.   

Many who are led 

in this direction commit suicide due to their distress.   

 

Concerned Women for America has information on their website about this, and also 

Parents' 

Rights in Education.   

 

 

 

 


